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Rovibrational Raman spectra of CO molecules isolated in solid Ar were measured for the 9–30 K temperature 
range and compared to past and present IR spectra. The fundamental band appears as a triplet-split structure, 
where the center peak shows completely different response to temperature in the Raman and IR spectroscopies. 
The peak is sharp and stable in Raman but reversibly broadens beyond recognition in IR upon annealing. The 
red-shifted, intense line of the triplet is found thermally inert similarly in both spectroscopies. The third line is 
the weakest, and as concentration dependent, it is assigned to a dimer as before. The CO–H2O impurity complex 
is identified as a side band. We employ crystal field and quantum chemical modeling to interpret the disparity 
between the spectroscopies. The stable and broadening lines are given assignments to double- and single-
substitution sites, respectively. Thermal excitations are not effective in the former case of angularly tight-
confined, deep potential well. In the single-substitutional case, the librational level structure shows up in discri-
minating between the Raman and IR selection rules. An effectively ΔJ = 0 totally symmetric transition is found 
for Raman that is uncoupled from lattice phonons and corresponding broadening mechanisms. The low-tem-
perature limit necessitates the use of a fixed lattice approach while the warmer end of the range is best described 
with an adiabatic, pseudorotating lattice approach. 

PACS: 33.20.Ea Infrared spectra ; 
33.20.Fb Raman and Rayleigh spectra (including optical scattering); 
33.20.Vq Vibration-rotation analysis; 
34.20.Gj Intermolecular and atom-molecule potentials and forces; 
31.15.xv Molecular dynamics and other numerical methods. 

Keywords: matrix isolation spectroscopy, solid argon, CO molecule, rovibrational analysis, hindered rotation, 
libration-phonon interaction, crystal field theory, ab initio calculation. 
 

 
1. Introduction 

Atomic and molecular impurities in solids can be opti-
cally probed to interrogate the local structure and energe-
tics of the relaxed surroundings as well as the dynamical 
interplay between the impurity and host. Motional degrees 
of freedom within the trapping cage are reflected in 
the spectral widths and intensity patterns of Raman and 
IR spectroscopies. An example of the latter is given by 
Khriachtchev et al. [1] for the HXeBr and HKrCl mole-
cules, where the spectral fingerprints manifest different site 
effects and librations. In the present work, we report and 
analyze our spectroscopic results regarding the matrix-
isolated CO molecule, which was obtained as purely depo-
sited component of the gas mixture sprayed on the cold 

substrate. Using computational modeling, we discuss the 
Raman spectroscopic observations in terms of rotational 
motion to quantify the degree of hindrance, and compare to 
previous and present results obtained by IR spectroscopy. 

The concept of hindered rotation of molecules in crys-
tals, and the corresponding determination of potential ener-
gy by means of Raman effect or infrared measurements, 
can be traced back to Pauling [2]. The study of vibrational 
and rotational degrees of freedom of CO molecule in crys-
talline solids has been quite comprehensive, and a recent, 
vast collection of spectroscopic studies and explaining theo-
ries was compiled by Fajardo et al. [3] In particular, the so-
lid argon case has received considerable attention [4–17]. 
(For the gas phase Raman case, see Thibault et al. [18].) 
The debate over the assignment of the observed transition 
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bands lasted over three decades. Although the main focus 
was on the question whether some of the spectral bands 
should be assigned to CO monomer or dimer, some earliest 
studies [6,7,11] suggested that there were no rotational 
motion at all. Latest studies [15–17] concluded, in agree-
ment with most of the previous results [5,8–10], that the 
observed IR spectrum indeed shows signs of rotations 
based on the reversible temperature dependence of the 
band widths. In addition to differences in sample prepara-
tion and detection setups, the discrepancy between the past 
and present relates to the increased spectral resolution. 
Line broadening processes inherent in rare gas solids fur-
ther challenge the interpretations based on a delicate effect. 
The question remained, therefore, to which extent is the 
rotational motion coupled to lattice vibrations. 

The series of experiments by Abe et al. [15–17,19] 
showed that there are two distinct absorption bands result-
ing from monomeric CO with different frequencies, shapes 
and temperature dependencies. The red-shifted one nomi-
nated as “A” results from a stable site, where rotations 
are quenched, while the site “B”, with the band origin 
1.8 cm–1 to the blue, allows librational motion that couples 
with lattice oscillations. The line “B” therefore reversibly 
changes intensity upon annealing due to the librational 
energy dispersal. The site structure was not speculated fur-
ther. Anderson and Winn [14] combined high-resolution 
IR with line shape theory to identify the local geometry of 
Ar atoms surrounding either native or photolytically from 
OCS produced CO molecules. In the former case, the band 
separation was again 1.8 cm–1, but their interpretation dis-
cards rotation. Instead, they elaborate on the center-of-
mass translation of a directionally fixed CO to dictate the 
shape of the vibrational transitions. After relaxation, they 
treat the argon lattice fixed upon rotation of the molecule 
to obtain angular potentials. As a consequence, the crystal 
field effect is large and no librational splitting patterns for 
the ground level were generated. It was noted, however, 
that adiabatic relaxation with respect to molecular angle 
did not change the potential dramatically. Their assignment 
to two sites, apart from the translation-vibration analysis, 
was in qualitative agreement with Abe's interpretation for 
the native CO. The two-site model resulted as an adjusted 
superposition of the so-called cluster (“A”) and crystal 
(“B”) configurations that they used for building the initial 
lattice. Both of these were double-substitution trapping 
sites, whereas the photoproduct CO exhibited a different, 
single-substitutional trapping. The cluster (“A”) configura-
tion was found translationally more localized than the crys-
tal (“B”) counterparts, which was concluded as the origin 
for the different temperature dependence [14]. 

Successful Raman measurements require a better opti-
cal quality from the samples. This can also be seen as the 
merit of the Raman, since lattice imperfections, inhomoge-
neities, and other such effects that can lead to a scrambled 
spectral outcome, must have been minimized. As far as we 

know, the Raman spectra of CO in solid Ar are reported 
here for the first time. The rovibrational band origin is an 
important marker of the local lattice geometry. Our finding 
that the lines are identically matrix-shifted in Raman and 
IR experiments conforms the good quality of the previous 
samples. Raman spectroscopy is complementary to the IR 
due to the same vibrational = 0 1→v  origin here. Howev-
er, the selection rules are different for the rotational part 
which should affect the spectral patterns. Here the spectral 
patterns that would manifest crystal-field splitting are hid-
den due to broadening mechanisms. Instead, the lines can 
be attributed to different sites. The present work builds on 
the remarkable new observation, where the peak “B” is 
found thermally stable in Raman. This is opposite to the IR 
result and necessitates an reappraisal of the previous 
theory. We shall present a theoretical analysis with regard 
to the emergence of peak patterns in both Raman and IR 
spectra due to electrostatic and thermal effects. The crystal 
field effect on rotational levels is shown for two trapping 
configurations; a single-substitution for “B” and a double-
substitution for “A”, where in the latter case a vacancy is 
introduced to a nearest neighbor site before optimizing the 
geometry of the simulation cube. 

2. Methods 

2.1. Experimental methods 

Carbon monoxide (purity 99.997 %, Messer) was mixed 
with argon (99.999 %, Messer) in a vacuum line and stored 
in a 5 l pyrex bulb prior to the matrix deposition. The 
CO/Ar matrix ratio was set to either 1/150 or 1/750 by 
standard manometric techniques and dilutions. 

The deposition temperature was 19 K to optimize 
the matrix quality. For the Raman measurements, the gas 
mixture was deposited onto a thin (150 μm) sapphire sub-
strate kept at 19 K in closed-cycle cryostat (APD Cryo-
genics) equipped with quartz windows. To obtain an opti-
cally clear matrix, the deposition rate was maintained be-
low 0.11 mmol/min and the total amount of the deposited 
gas was about 12–40 mmol. The thickness of the matrix 
film was ca. 40 μm. The sample temperature was controll-
ed with a Lakeshore 330 temperature controller equipped 
with a silicon diode. 

Raman measurements were performed using the back-
scattering geometry as described previously [20]. The exci-
tation source was a solid-state diode-pumped laser (Verdi, 
Coherent) operating at 532.0 nm, and a power level up to 
600 mW at the sample was used. The laser beam was fo-
cused on a sample with an achromatic lens of 12 cm focal 
length. The Rayleigh scattering was attenuated with an 
edge filter (Semrock, laser line blocking: OD > 6 ). The 
Raman scattering from a sample was collected and focused 
on the spectrograph slit with an achromatic lens of 15 cm 
focal length. The slit width used for measurements was 
40 μm. The Raman signal was dispersed with an imaging 
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spectrograph of 50 cm focal length, equipped with 600 and 
1200 grooves/mm ruled gratings and a 2400 grooves/mm 
holographic grating. The latter grating was used for record-
ing the spectra presented in this paper. The 1 cm–1 resolu-
tion Raman spectra were recorded with a CCD camera 
(Andor Technology, Newton) mounted on the spectrograph 
(Acton Research Corporation, SpectraPro 2500i). Wave-
number calibration was performed using the rich rovibra-
tional Raman line pattern of a gaseous CO sample as the 
internal standard, which is accurate to within 0.1±  cm–1, 
and when mechanical repeatability in day-to-day alignment 
is taken into account, the absolute accuracy remains well 
within 1±  cm–1 tolerance. 

For IR measurements, the matrix was prepared similar-
ly by deposition of the gaseous sample onto a CsI window 
kept at 19 K. The low temperature was maintained by 
means of a closed-cycle helium refrigerator (ARS-2HW). 
FTIR spectra were recorded between 2400–2000 cm–1 
in a transmission mode by means of a Bruker 66 FTIR 
spectrometer with a resolution of 0.25 cm–1 and using 
a liquid N 2  cooled MCT detector. After the matrix deposi-
tion, the spectra in the entire MIR region (4000–400 cm–1) 
were also recorded with a resolution of 0.5 cm–1. 

2.2. Theoretical methods 

A guest molecule placed in a rare gas solid probes the 
electrostatic field generated by the surrounding host atoms. 
Two limiting cases arise when considering the rotational 
degree of freedom. One, where nearly free rotation emer-
ges, and the other end, where rotation is reduced to a har-
monic motion with molecular axis oscillating around some 
crystalline direction. The intermediate, hindered rotor re-
gime, is best understood as rotational tunneling between 
the minima of the angular potential energy surface. De-
pending on the crystal field strength, the asymptotic free-
rotor states begin to coalesce and finally arrange into dif-
ferent manifolds of varying degrees of degeneracy. The 
resulting states are commonly referred to as librational 
states, in accord with the notion of vibration-like motion of 
the rotational degree of freedom [21]. 

Regarding the local symmetry, the problem of rotation-
al motion of diatomics in solids has been approached from 
two limits. The perfect lattice limit neglects rotation-
phonon couplings but may include rotation-translation via 
eccentric motion. The first three-dimensional model for 
rotating diatomic molecule in an octahedral ( )hO  crystal 
field was developed by Devonshire [22]. This model and 
its extensions commonly referred to as crystal field theory 
use the inherent symmetry of the crystal to derive the po-
tential used in a rotational Hamiltonian. The other extreme 
to solve the rotational potential is to lift the rigid cage ap-
proximation and to allow the center of mass of the guest 
molecule to fully relax into equilibrium position for each 
orientation. This procedure largely preserves the symme-
try, and is termed as pseudorotation by Manz [23]. 

We will use the latter, adiabatic approach in our simula-
tions. This assumption relies on the relatively slow rota-
tional motion of CO with respect to longitudinal lattice 
phonon modes that can reach 2.0 THz in Ar. In addition, 
we use a model where the lattice structure is optimized 
once for the known minimum energy orientation of CO, 
but fixed for subsequent rotations. Numerical solution of 
the nuclear Schrödinger equation is then performed for 
these potential energy surfaces to obtain the librational 
eigenstates and energies. In the adiabatic, pseudorotation 
case, we use the molecule and Ar atom trajectories to de-
termine the effective rotational constant of the CO mole-
cule. Thus the simulation of the spectra is interconnected 
via the solution of time-independent Schrödinger equation 
to manually rotating the CO molecule in Ar crystal. 

In the potential energy evaluations, the guest molecule 
is placed in a 256-site fcc simulation cube in a central sin-
gle- or double-substitution position. In addition to the guest 
molecule, two surrounding shells of Ar atoms are allowed 
to relax to their equilibrium positions by minimizing the 
overall potential energy, which is a pairwise sum of mole-
cule–atom and atom–atom potentials: 

 Ar ,Ar Ar ,CO
<

= .
i j i

i j i
V V V+∑ ∑  (1) 

Here, the isotropic interaction between argon atoms is 
of Tang–Toennies type [24], and the potential between 
carbon monoxide and argon atom is taken from Pedersen 
et al. [25]. The molecular part is written as [25] 

 Ar ,CO CO Ar ,CO= ( ) ( , , ),i ii i
V V r V r R+ θ  (2) 

where CO ( )V r  is the empirical vibrational potential energy 
curve of the isolated CO molecule [26] and Ar ,CO( , , )i ii

V r R θ  
is the three-dimensional ab initio intermolecular potential 
energy surface. The variables r , iR , and iθ  are the bond 
length of CO, the distance from center of mass of CO to ith 
argon atom, and the angle between position vectors r and 
R. The position vector r points from C to O and R points 
from the center of mass of CO to argon. Optimized lattice 
was obtained using only the intermolecular part of Eq. (2) 
in the gradient descent. Finally, the potential is mapped in 
the form = ( , ),V V θ φ  where the polar and azimuthal an-
gles represent the orientation of the molecule relative to the 
space-fixed (crystal) axes. 

With the adiabatic or fixed three-dimensional potential 
energy surfaces at hand, the rotational states are obtained 
by diagonalization of the Hamiltonian matrix 

 , eff= ( 1)jm j m jj mmH B j j′ ′ ′ ′+ δ δ +   

 ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ,jm j md Y V Y∗
′ ′+ Ω θ φ θ φ θ φ∫  (3) 

with spherical harmonics (real form) as basis functions. 
Adopting the concept of pseudorotation, the effective mo-
ment of inertia increases due to the rotation of the mole-
cule around the center of interaction located at the center 
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of the cage, and due to the synchronously transforming 
cage [23]. With this model, the rotational constant then 
reduces to an estimated, effective one eff .B  The vibration-
al state = 0, 1v  dependence of the potential and rotational 
constant can be included by using CO bond lengths 0r  
and 1r  when performing the adiabatic rotational potential 
evaluations. The evaluations were done on a coarse grid 
with a 5-degree spacing, and then spline-interpolated to 
final [ , ]θ φ  grid size of 180 360×  points. Since the poten-
tial and the level structure do not change markedly when 
going from 0 = 1.1305r  Å to 1 = 1.1357r  Å, we drop the 
v-dependence from the due discussion. Molecular trajecto-
ries in the gradient descent reveal translational motion am-
plitude from the cage center that ranges up to 0.26  Å 
along the momentary fixed directions. The lattice atoms 
travel less than 0.08 Å to the momentary equilibrium posi-
tions thus leading to eff = 1.24B  cm–1 value for the single-
substitutional case. In the double-substitutional case, the 
symmetric transformation of the cage is broken rendering 
the pseudorotation concept intractable. Moreover, the mo-
lecule is unlikely to rotate in this site. For these reasons we 
abandon the down-scaling from 0 = 1.92B  cm–1 value. 

Within the dipole approximation, molecule-light inte-
raction Hamiltonian is 

 ind
ˆ ˆ= .H −μ ⋅ε  (4) 

The interaction Hamiltonian is defined with respect to 
space-fixed axes, which are defined by the crystal frame. 
Electric field defines the laboratory frame. We assume 
linearly polarized light, and choose the polarization direc-
tion as the laboratory Z axis. The dipole moment of CO 
points in the direction of the symmetry axis of the mole-
cule, and the direction of the dipole moment vector is cho-
sen as the z direction of the molecular frame. In the Ra-
man effect, the interaction Hamiltonian is expressed as 

 ind
ˆ = ( ) .H − α ⋅ε ⋅ ε  (5) 

In the spherical basis this becomes 

 ind ,
,

ˆ = ( 1) .q
q q

q
H λ+

− −λ λ
λ

− − α ε ε∑  (6) 

To express the polarizability tensor in molecular frame, it 
is easier to express it first in an irreducible basis using 
connection between coupled and uncoupled represen-
tations, i.e., ( )

, ,= 1 1 | L
q ML M q L M− −λα 〈 − −λ 〉α∑ . We 

use the Wigner D-functions ( ) ( , , ),L
MmD θ φ χ  to relate the 

components M  in the space-fixed frame to m  in the mo-
lecule-fixed frame under a rotation , ,θ φ χ  [27]. In mole-
cular frame, only components with = 0,m  = 0L  and 

= 0,m  = 2L  are nonzero [28]. The total intensity for a 
transition from an initial state i to a final state f is obtained 
as an average over possible crystal orientations 

 2
ind2

1 ˆ= | | | | ,
8

i f i fI d H→ ′Ω 〈Ψ Ψ 〉
π ∫  (7) 

where the primed variables = , ,′ ′ ′ ′Ω θ φ χ  are Euler angles 
between laser field (lab frame) and crystal frame. In the 
Raman process this reduces to 

 
2 4 2

2
22

= 2

16= | | ( , ) | | ,
15

i f i m f
m

I Y→
−

πΔα ε
〈Ψ θ φ Ψ 〉∑  (8) 

where we have neglected the Rayleigh part and defined the 
anisotropy of polarizability ||= ⊥Δα α −α . The intensity of 
radiation in infrared spectrum is obtained the same way as 
above, but now the intensity is proportional to permanent 
dipole moment: 

 
2 2 1

, 2
1

= 1
= | | ( , ) | | .

5i f i m f
m

I Y′
→

−

μ ε
〈Ψ θ φ Ψ 〉∑v v  (9) 

Here we have defined , 0= | |′ ′μ 〈 μ 〉v v v v  as the transition 
dipole moment between vibrational states ′v  and v.  

Two-dimensional Gaussian quadrature was used to 
compute the potential energy matrix elements and the tran-
sition intensities that require a numerical integration over 
the surface of the unit sphere [29]. The coefficients in 
above intensity equations were set to unity, and the intensi-
ty for a certain transition i f→  was multiplied by the 
corresponding Boltzmann factor. We do not attempt to 
computationally define the level dependent line widths. 
Instead the broadening mechanisms are discussed based on 
previous knowledge on phonon couplings [10,30]. For 
visualization purposes, we include a Lorentzian waveform 
for transition frequencies with 1FWHM = 1 cm− . The 

= 0 1→v  fundamental frequency (band origin) was calcu-
lated using the 3D potential energy surface in Eq. (2), 
summing over a sufficient number of nearest argon atoms, 
and solving for the vibrational states by a Fourier–Grid–
Hamiltonian method (FGH) [31]. The solution was made 
on a grid with 256 points, and in order to get converged 
energies, the bond length r  range from 0.9515 Å to 
1.3939 Å was taken slightly wider than tested by the de-
velopers of the potential [25]. In Eq. (2), the variables R 
and θ  get their values from adiabatic potential energy eva-
luations. 

We performed a set of ab initio calculations in order to 
check on the relative transition intensities and wavenumb-
ers for single- or double-substitutional CO trapping cases. 
Twelve or eleven nearest-neighbor argons were included, 
respectively, such that the initial structure was that of the 
above obtained energy minimum and only C and O were 
further relaxed in order to get reasonable results. We used 
the RI-MP2/def2-TZVPP theory [32–35] within the Turbo-
mole program package [36]. 

3. Results 

3.1. Raman and IR measurements 

We plot the IR absorption spectra in the upper panel 
of Fig. 1. The observable four distinct bands, labeled from 
A to D, are previously attributed to A) a tight-site CO, 
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B) a loose-site CO, C) a CO-dimer, and D) a CO–H2O 
complex. The temperature series also reproduces the pre-
vious observations, where the reversible band broadening 
occurs for the B labeled site (and possibly for C) but not 
for A (and D). Third agreement between the present and 
previous research result is the intensity ratio of the doublet 
A and B which seems to favor the B component at low 
temperature. Because the 10 K spectra after the annealing 
cycle are practically identical to those obtained directly 
after deposition and cooling down to 9 K, all the bands can 
be considered to originate from stable site structures. 

The Raman spectra in the lower panel of Fig. 1 accu-
rately reproduce the A–D band locations. The spectrum 
appears rather like a triplet band shape with the main peak 
at 2138.3 cm–1 and pronounced shoulder peaks at 2136.5 
and 2139.9 cm–1. The water complex is located at 

2149 cm–1 as in IR. The striking difference between the 
spectroscopies is, however, the behavior of the B-labeled 
feature that now remains intact despite the temperature 
cycling. This new information calls for a revision of 
the assignments. 

In the more concentrated, 1/150 sample, the A and C 
peak intensities were comparable at 9 K temperature, while 
the C side of the Raman triplet becomes weaker at the 
shown 1/750 dilution. It is a bit surprising to see the dimer-
assigned peak to surface at all with this dilution, since it 
disappeared already for 1/500 in the IR measurements of 
Abe et al. [15] who, on the other hand, deposited at 8 K. 
The C line tends to melt away at elevated temperatures, 
especially in the more concentrated sample. The D band 
assigned to a water complex is broad and asymmetric, and 
its intensity maximum exhibits a reversible drift along with 
the temperature. This side band was less pronounced in 
1/150 dilution, since the amount of impurity H2O remains 
approximately constant [15]. 

3.2. Single-substitutional case 

We begin with presenting the fixed and adiabatic poten-
tial energy surfaces in Fig. 2 to be used for the energy level 
and corresponding Raman and IR spectrum calculations. 
The former assumes a limit where the molecule never 
samples the high-energy part but is bound to a small-amp-
litude, fast oscillation around the minimum energy orienta-
tion. The latter limit corresponds to a thermally allowed 
sampling of the barrier, and its time-dependent response, in 
a process of rotational diffusion. In another aspect this can 
be seen as a tunneling regime as well. Naturally, the po-
tential energy landscape is steeper for the fixed case in 
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Fig. 1. (Color online) The fundamental region of the CO Raman
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Fig. 2. (Color online) The fixed (a) and adiabatic (b) approaches 
to compute angular potential energy surfaces for a single-
substitutional, ground state CO in a fcc Ar lattice. a) Energy min-
imum is at the = 0θ  orientation and rotational barrier reaches 
755 cm–1. b) The adiabatic surface shows preferable orientations 
along the crystal x, y, and z-axis directions. Barrier height is 
43.2 cm–1 and the maximum is at 53.3 cm–1. 
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Fig. 2,a, which prevents the molecule from reorientational 
motion. 

The adiabatic minima in Fig. 2,b are located in the six 
100〈 〉  crystal axis directions, maxima are in eight 111〈 〉  di-

rections, and the twelve nearest neighbor orientations 
110〈 〉  locate the saddle points between the adjacent mini-

ma. The axis system is such that positive z, i.e., 001〈 〉  cor-
responds to = 0θ , x axis, i.e., 100〈 〉  corresponds to 

, = 90,0,θ φ  and y axis, i.e., 010〈 〉  corresponds to 
, = 90,90θ φ . The orientational topology differs from that 

of the Devonshire model for unrelaxed lattice (maxima and 
saddle points are interchanged), but qualitatively agrees 
with that obtained by Manz [23], who had 20 and 27 cm–1 
saddle point and maximum energies, respectively. With the 
present potentials [24,25] the barriers appear roughly twice 
as high. 

We collect the lowest state energies in Table 1 for com-
parison between the two computational approaches. In the 
fixed lattice approach on row a, the high zero-point energy 
at 57 cm–1 reflects the angularly squeezed ground-state 
wave function locked in the = 0θ  orientation. More than 
55 cm–1 is required for a librational excitation, which indi-
cates a thermally inactive trapping site. Moreover, an in-
creased Boltzmann population in the librational excited 
states do not lead to a marked spreading of the wave func-
tion as the states are still located in the deep well. In the 
adiabatic approach on row b, the three lowest levels are 
referred to the = 0n  librational ground state, and the next 
set of grouped levels close to the barriers compose the 

= 1n  excited state [10,23]. Inspection of the level struc-
ture reveals that the ground state manifold is split into 
three separate states, each having a different degree of de-
generacy. The ground state is at 24.1 cm–1 and is non-
degenerate, next three states at 24.9 cm–1 are triple-dege-
nerate and the level at 25.3 cm–1 is double-degenerate. 
Reducing the lattice constant from 5.31 to 5.26 Å on 
the b*-labeled row of Table 1 probes the sensitivity of the 

result towards thermal expansion. The degeneracy demon-
strates the convergence of the gradient descent method in 
obtaining the fully optimized, adiabatic angular potential 
that preserves the symmetry. The three levels correlate 
asymptotically to the J = 0–2 free-rotor states. Symmetry 
of the system gives us the possibility of identifying these 
states with irreducible representations of the hO  point 
group. In ascending energy order, the states can be desig-
nated to 1 ,gA  1uT , and gE . The crystal field strength is 
moderate enough to prevent the lowest free-rotor states 
from coalescing into a single-level ground state as happens 
in case a and, e.g., in the case of ClF [37] or HArF [38,39] 
in solid Ar and as was concluded by Anderson and Winn 
[14] for the present system. 

The rovibrational band origin of 2141.6 cm–1 results 
from the FGH, where the molecule axis was set to one of 
the equivalent minimum energy directions. The number 
applies to both approaches above, since also the fixed lat-
tice case was relaxed once for this particular orientation. 
The vibrational energies can be used to extract the Morse 
parameters = 2166.0ωe  cm–1 and = 12.2ωe ex  cm–1. The 
matrix shift can be estimated from the empirical gas-phase 
potential value 2142.9  cm–1. We collect the vibrational pa-
rameters obtained for the single-substitution site in Table 2 
together with other models to be discussed below. 

The obtained level structure for the adiabatic case im-
plies different transitions around the band origin for the 
Raman and IR spectra, as sketched in Fig. 3, where the 

= 0n  manifold is drawn for the lowest vibrational states 
= 0v  and 1 (not in scale). 
We present the simulated IR and Raman spectra in 

Fig. 4 using the calculated energy levels and the intensity 
formula (8). The fixed lattice approach in Fig. 4, a and c, 
i.e., using the potential of Fig. 2,a, results in a single peak 
with no change in intensity with respect to the temperature 
range applied. However, in the adiabatic approach the li-
brational structure emerges from the spectra as follows. In 
IR (panel b), the band is split into two branches for the 
absorptions E← T and T← A on the high-energy side of 
the origin and for A← T and T← E on the low-energy 
side. Transitions among the = 1n  manifold start to emerge 

Table 1. Lowest energy levels (in cm–1) for different compu-
tational models. 

Case 1E  2E  3E  4E  5E  6E  

Single-substitution site 
a 57 112 112 160 165 167 
b 24.1 24.9(3) 25.3(2) 43.0(3) 44.9(3) 46.9(3) 
b* 26.7 27.3(3) 27.6(2) 48.1(3) 49.8(3) 51.6(3) 
Double-substitution site 
OC–×  39 69 85 99 114 123 
CO–×  51 84 98 112 129 137 

Row a: relaxation of lattice structure is assumed only for the 
= 0θ  orientation. Row b: adiabatic lattice response is assumed 

for all CO orientations. Row b*: contracted lattice. Level degen-
eracies are indicated for b and b* in parentheses. In the double-
substitution site, the two rows indicate different CO orientations 
toward the vacancy (× ). 

Table 2. Vibrational data (cm–1) obtained by different com-
putational models. The gas phase result refers to that given 
by the potential CO,V  and ab initio results are shifted overall 
by –15.8 cm–1 

Parameter OC–×  CO–×  Single Gas 
Pair-potential models 

0v  2138.7 2140.5 2141.6 2142.9 
ωe  2163.7 2165.4 2166.0 2169.8 
ωe ex  12.5 12.4 12.2 13.5 

Ab initio 

0v  2138.8 2140.4 2140.6 2142.9 
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at the elevated temperature further broadening the spec-
trum. For Raman, the intense, middle peak in Fig. 4,d fol-
lows from the (Q branch) =ΔJ 0-type transitions among 
the ground manifold. The contributions can be designated 
as 1 1g gA A← , 1 1u uT T← , and g gE E← , transitions. The 
other lines can be assigned to 1g gA E←  and 1g gE A←  
transitions 1.25 cm–1 on the red and blues sides of the main 
peak, respectively, showing the (0.79 + 0.46) cm–1 level 

structure of the ground state. The eigenstates are symme-
try-adapted pendular hybrid functions of the pure J states 
which prevents a straightforward branch assignment to 
S, Q, and R or to = 0, 2.JΔ  Transitions among the excited 
manifold appear weak on both sides of the triplet pattern, 
as seen in the dashed line. The excited manifold manifests 
itself on a wider scale (not shown) as a group of transitions 
blue-shifted by roughly 20 cm–1. This set of transitions 
originates from the ground levels = 0,n  and was termed 
the = 1nΔ  branch [10,23]. 

We note that while the temperature samples only 
ca. 20 K absolute range, the relative change of temperature 
is 200 percent. The lattice constant is relatively little af-
fected, and as the consequence so are also the energy levels 
in the static model. However, besides the thermal expan-
sion, also the dynamics sets forth from what can be consi-
dered as a zero-point motion into a random turmoil where 
static models may not yield the correct description. There-
fore the drastic change in viewpoint can be justified. In the 
warmed lattice we describe by the static crystal field model 
in effect the averaged potential, where classical rotational 
diffusion is tantamount to quantum mechanical tunneling 
effect. In summary, we note that the IR spectrum changes 
from a single peak, where the sharpness originates from 
decoupling of the lattice phonons, to a broadened set of 
transitions, if we treat the cold conditions as the case a 
locked molecule and change the viewpoint into a thermal 
average allowing for reorientations at high temperature. 
The decoupling of lattice phonons at the low temperature is 
due to the harmonic oscillator-like level structure with 
large energy gaps. At high temperature, librational level 
structure with small energy gaps develops, which allows 
coupling with low-energy phonons. This procedure main-
tains the sharp spectral line in the case of Raman, since 
here the rotational selection rules allow the 1 1g gA A↔  
decoupled transition to exist. While this offers an explana-
tion to the behavior of the peak B, we still need to address 
the question about the origin of the peak A. 

3.3. Double-substitutional case 

Here we revisit the double-substitutional case examined 
before by Anderson and Winn [14] to study the effect of 
different guest-host environments on the spectrum. We did 
not find a “cluster configuration” as an alternative trapping 
case identified as the site “A”, but discuss the “crystal con-
figuration” in the following. As before, the molecule was 
found to reside close to one vacant lattice site either the C 
or the O end of the molecule toward the other vacant site. 
The space between the vacancies was found highly unsta-
ble translationally. In the former, global minimum configu-
ration OC–× , the mass center was displaced from the 
substitution site only by 0.05 Å toward the other vacancy, 
while in the CO–×  configuration the vacancy attraction 
results to a 0.52 Å shift. Vibrational potential for CO was 
then obtained for the optimized structures to solve for 

Fig. 3. (Color online) The rovibrational level scheme illustrating
the allowed transitions in Raman and IR experiments when the
adiabatic, tunneling rotor approach is used to explain the high-
temperature spectra. The Raman 1 1g gA A↔  component at the
2141.6 cm–1 band origin provides the sharpest signal, while the
split transitions are subject to libration–phonon coupling and
broadening. 
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the red-shifted band origins 2138.7 and 2140.5 cm–1, re-
spectively, which is opposite to the previously obtained 
order [14]. The corresponding Morse parameters are given 
in Table 2. 

The calculated rotational potential energy is shown in 
Fig. 5,a, which maps the minima at = 90θ ; = 225, 45.φ  
Due to the high barrier between the minima even in 
the adiabatic case, we consider the two orientations as dif-
ferent trapping sites and issue them with different weight 
factors. In effect, the results would not differ qualitatively 
if we used a fixed-lattice approach as in the single-
substitutional case. The rotational motion is confined to the 
direction of the vacancy. 

The librational energy levels in Table 1 resemble the 
fixed-lattice result in the single-substitutional case. The 
energy level difference of 12 cm–1 together with the 19 K 
deposition temperature introduce an OC to CO probability 
ratio of 2.5 which is applied in the spectrum simulation. 
The Raman and IR spectra are presented in Figs. 5,b and c, 

respectively. Both configurations can be considered as 
equally stable with respect to thermal excitation. The min-
imum energy configuration OC–×  gives the most red-
shifted peak in IR and Raman spectra, and should be more 
intense by a factor of 5/2 with respect to the other confor-
mation. 

The effect of translational motion to the band shape was 
extracted by additional simulations, where the molecule 
was moved along the bond axis in both single- and double-
substitution sites. The resulting line widths (FWHM) were 
ca. 1.0, 2.6, and 1.5 cm–1 for OC, CO, and single-
substitutional cases, respectively. Translational zero-point 
energies were ca. 15 cm–1 and excitation energies twice as 
high (nearly harmonic potentials). The adiabatic barrier 
from OC to CO was 160 cm–1. The results were thus com-
parable and can not resolve the diverse temperature re-
sponse in sites A (double) and B (single). 

4. Discussion 

The experimentally observed CO vibrational transitions 
in Fig. 1 occur at A) 2136.5 cm–1, B) 2138.3 cm–1, and 
C) 2139.9 cm–1, thus exhibiting matrix and/or complex-
ation shifts of 6.4, 4.6 and 3.0 cm 1− , respectively, from 
the gas phase. Our hypothesis No. 1 is that the feature 
called B originates from a single-substitution site. With the 
model we obtain the band origin at 2141.6 cm–1, which is 
visible in IR if the fixed lattice (cold) approach is assumed, 
and emerges in Raman regardless of the approach. We 
need to shift this transition by 3.3 cm–1 in order to match 
the experiment. Both fixed and adiabatic approaches are 
needed to explain the broadening mechanism with respect 
to temperature, since neither alone with mere librational 
Boltzmann factors can explain the transition from one peak 
to a diffuse band in IR and simultaneously maintaining the 
band shape in Raman. It should be stressed out that incor-
poration of the two models is not merely a trick to fit the 
experimental observations. It offers an intuitive and physi-
cally sound explanation of the observed line broadening 
effects and connects the spectral observations to dynamical 
behavior of the whole guest-host system. The low-tempe-
rature limit of a small molecule trapped in a crystal lattice 
is best described with the static lattice model due to small 
amplitude motion of the lattice atoms. The sharp lineshape 
is a manifestation of this. Large energy gaps between the 
nearly harmonic oscillator librational states provide poor 
coupling between the molecule and the lattice. As the tem-
perature is raised, amplitude of the lattice atom movement 
increases providing more space for rotation of the guest 
molecule. As a result, hindered rotation-like level structure 
develops that is strongly dependent on the lattice atom 
coordinates, which naturally explains the strong spectral 
broadening observed in IR. Despite the modification of the 
librational level structure, the Q branch remains sharp and 
shifts only weakly as observed in Raman. An illustrative 
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example of this type of behavior is provided by CN radical 
isolated in solid xenon, where the Q branch is much shar-
per than the P and R branches [40,41]. The fundamental 
difference in the behavior of the IR and Raman spectra can 
be traced back to the selection rules of vibration-rotation 
transitions. Therefore, the translation-vibration coupling 
effect [14] is an unfit explanation since it broadens the Ra-
man transition as well. 

The Raman triplet structure in the adiabatic approach 
is deceivingly similar to the A-B-C pattern, and especially 
so, if we consider also the = 1nΔ  band that could be mis-
interpreted to the side band D. If the 3.3 cm–1 shift is ap-
plied, the shoulder peaks would occur at 2137.1 and 
2139.5 cm–1, i.e., the splittings are a bit short from the ex-
perimental ones. The splitting is proportional to effB  and 
inversely so to the crystal field strength, thus a weaker in-
teraction potential should scale the energetics into the right 
direction. For the hypothesis sake, however, we must adopt 
a view, where these Raman side bands are also broadened 
as happens for the IR branches, and this maintains the cen-
tral Raman peak as intense as in the 10 K temperature. The 
keyword then is the transition selection rule, which in the 
case of Raman allows the uncoupled states, in particular 
the 1gA  state, to participate in scattering. In IR either the 
initial or the final state is subject to libration-phonon inte-
raction that is very effective in broadening the transitions 
as concluded earlier [10,30]. 

Our hypothesis No. 2 is the coexistence of a double-
substitution site which yields line positions at 2138.7 and 
2140.5 cm–1 for the two orientations OC–×  and CO–× , 
respectively. In order to match with the experiments, 
a shift of 2.2 cm–1 would result in a doublet at 2136.5 and 
2138.3 cm–1. It is tempting to state that the DS doublet 
accurately reproduces the IR split of 1.8 cm–1. However, 
the thermal stability and the intensity ratio go against the 
two peaks being the origin for the doublet A and B struc-
ture. Instead, the higher energy contribution can be neg-
lected (i) based on the emergence probability, or (ii) alter-
natively we can claim that it is hidden below the single-
substitutional band by coincidence. 

The hypotheses 1 and 2 together are supported by the 
above arguments which resolve previous explanations that 
are shown contradictory when the new Raman result is 
taken into account. One wavenumber accuracy is quite an 
ultimate demand for the series of approximations applied, 
and absolute wavenumbers are not expected to come out 
just like in the experiment. Therefore, we must cope with 
the fact that different scale factors for the single- and 
double-substitutional results are needed in order to obtain a 
perfect match with the experiment. To clarify the situation 
further, we took the optimized structures and applied them 
to the quantum chemical program, see Table 2. The wave-
numbers turned out as OC– :×  2154.6 cm–1, CO–× : 
2156.2 cm–1, and single substitution: 2156.4 cm–1 which 
should be compared to the calculated monomer result of 

2158.7 cm–1 that is in 15.8 cm–1 error as compared to ex-
periment. Scaling with the method error (2142.9/2158.7) 
gives 2138.8, 2140.4, and 2140.6 cm–1 which confirms the 
hypotheses in two ways. Now the wavenumbers show 
overlap between the single and the CO–×  components as 
discussed above, and additionally reproduces the OC-to-
single or A-B split of 1.8 cm–1. The quantum chemical IR 
intensities were equal for the two double-substitutional 
cases (146 and 147 km/mol) and somewhat larger for 
the single-substitutional case (163 km/mol). The same 
trend was observed for the Raman cross section (0.98, 
0.99, 1.13)· 14 2

010 a− /sr. This discards an argument where 
the transition dipole moment might be taken more prone to 
become washed out in CO orientation than in OC. 

For completeness, the issue with dimers needs to be 
considered. The CO dimer is known from its nonrigidity 
and large-amplitude zero-point motion in the gas phase 
[42]. It exhibits a potential energy surface, where the inter-
nal rotation barrier is heavily distance dependent and low 
enough to support reorientations between the stationary 
points that are closely separated in energy [43,44]. There-
fore, we expect that the trapping cage to a large extent de-
termines the conformation in the matrix isolation condi-
tions. Observation of the single frequency for (CO)2 
indicates either a slipped antiparallel (C or O-coordinated) 
structure, which correspond to the gas phase minimum 
[43], or a collinear (O-coordinated) structure, which favors 
the matrix-guided orientation found for the monomer in 
a double-substitution site. A distorted T-shape estimated 
earlier as the gas phase minimum structure [42,45] would 
lead to two IR active vibrational frequencies. Higher po-
lymers should also exhibit separable transitions around the 
bulk modes 2139 and 2141 cm–1 [21,46]. 

5. Conclusions 

We utilized the Raman spectroscopy to unravel the lo-
cal geometry surrounding the matrix-isolated CO, which 
acts as the probe to molecule-lattice interaction strength 
and symmetry. Due to the diatomic simplicity and chemi-
cal abundance, the study of CO in Ar has been of funda-
mental importance in the development of understanding 
the solid state spectroscopy and reaction dynamics. The 
temperature dependence of the infrared absorption is an 
old problem well known to the matrix-isolation communi-
ty, and the long-standing issue on interpretation has seen 
phases where the spectral fingerprints have been given 
assignments to various complexes, librationally broadened 
rotors, or translationally active oscillators [10,14,15,23,30]. 
Present Raman scattering data has shed new light on 
the case and called yet for another revision given in this 
report. The measurement outcome depends on the interplay 
of temperature and energetics in a manner which may not 
be as straightforward as previously stated. Vibration, trans-
lation, and rotation frequencies of the molecules, the speed 
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of which is given by the energy levels for any temperature, 
are to be contrasted to time scales of the lattice oscillations 
dictated by the Boltzmann distribution. Thereby the model 
may need to adapt to a different viewpoint from one tem-
perature regime to another. 

We concentrated on the fundamental band of the CO 
molecule. The rotational states are found to be quenched 
into librational ones. While we cannot read the correspond-
ing level structure from any resolved line splittings, the 
temperature dependence of the spectra provides the key to 
the interpretation. In particular, the peak called B is put in 
focus since it exhibits divergent behavior at elevated tem-
peratures when the two spectroscopies are concerned: in IR 
the peak broadens strongly with increasing temperature 
while in Raman it remains sharp at all temperatures. We 
state that the 2138.3 cm–1 peak originates from a single-
substitution site structure. The interpretation is constructed 
by the simulations that rely on both fixed and adiabatic 
lattice equilibrations as the response to the molecular rota-
tional motion. What we have here are static models ex-
plaining dynamical, thermally driven phenomena, which 
can only be good if we are lucky to capture the correct 
statistical average emerging from the stochastic motion at 
elevated temperatures. 

At the low temperature, the system becomes rather mo-
tionless, and the situation is best described with the fixed 
lattice model. The ground state is that of the aligned super-
position of free rotor states yielding the single, sharp-band 
transition for the Raman and IR alike. This is due to the 
librational level structure that resembles harmonic oscilla-
tor with large energy gaps compared to typical phonon 
energies. The molecule can be considered to be directional-
ly locked, and sampling of the static, high barriers becomes 
improbable. In other words, despite being more general, 
the adiabatic model fails here, since it effectively creates 
more space around the molecule allowing for reorienta-
tions. 

At high temperatures, the system behavior changes due 
to the increasing amplitude of the lattice atoms that opens 
more space and lowers the barriers for the rotational mo-
tion of CO. Under these conditions, the system is more 
appropriately described with the adiabatic model that re-
sults in preserved octahedral symmetry for the trapping site 
where three nearly degenerate librational states of 1 ,gA  

1 ,uT  and gE  symmetry compose the most occupied 
ground manifold. While the well-defined transitions be-
tween the 1gA  are allowed in Raman, the IR case suffers 
from libration-phonon interaction, since the transitions 
necessarily concern excited states 1uT  and gE . The libra-
tion-phonon interaction broadens the other Raman lines 
depicted in Fig. 3 beyond recognition. The same mechan-
ism applies for the computed satellite band ca. 20 cm–1 
higher in energy, which refers to genuinely librational, 

= 1nΔ  excitations. 

As the main conclusion, the different behavior of 
the corresponding IR and Raman lines can be attributed to 
the dynamics of the guest-host system: i) rigid lattice at 
low temperatures leading to large energy gaps between 
librational states and overlapping sharp IR and Raman 
lines; ii) dynamical lattice at high temperatures leading to 
hindered rotation-like level structure along with the charac-
teristic selection rules for IR and Raman transitions; iii) the 
strong Q branch in Raman remains sharp while all the oth-
er transitions are broadened due to strong coupling with 
phonons. To obtain overall agreement between experiment 
and theory, another site of double-substitutional type must 
be stated as the origin of the thermally stable peak A at 
2136.5 cm–1. The molecule is found to reside in one vacant 
position and to point with the carbon end toward the other. 

As an outlook we note that we agree with the previous 
assignment of the 2140 cm–1 feature C to dimers (and the 
2149 cm–1 band D to water complexes). However, a photo-
lysis of a dilute H2CO precursor, for example, should not 
produce any CO polymers. If the peak C were still present, 
it must be given another explanation there. This is a topic 
of our subsequent work. 
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